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		                            River-front boutique hotel at the heart of Bangkok's cultural heritage.


		                        

		                    

		                    
		                        
		                            
		                                
		                                
		                                    
		                                        
		                                    

		                                    
		                                

		                                
		                            

		                            
		                        

		                    
		                            	
		                                    
		                                        
		                                    
		                                
	
		                                    
		                                        
		                                    
		                                
	
		                                    
		                                        
		                                    
		                                
	
		                                    
		                                        
		                                    
		                                
	
		                                    
		                                        
		                                    
		                                


		                        


		                

		                
		                    
		                

		            
			
			
		                
		                    
		                        
		                            River-front Experience

		                            
		                                A truly unique experience you can't find it elsewhere, stunned by one of the best panoramic views of Bangkok – sprawling across from Rama VIII Bridge, Golden Temple, Grand Palace, all the way to the Temple of Dawn (Wat Arun).
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		                                            Thai Heritage

		                                            
		                                                Stunningly charming display of Thai traditional art pieces.
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		                                            Unique Blend

		                                            
		                                                A distinctly unique blend of contemporary and cultural richness
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		                                            Panoramic View

		                                            
		                                                Uncompromising panoramic view of Chao Phraya river as the main treat
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		                                            Villa Jahn

		                                            
		                                                Private Sanctuary with Romantic Moonlight - Revitalizing Sunbath - from Dusk til Dawn
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		                                            Simple, Stylish, and Calm

		                                            
		                                                Simple yet stylish arrangements to comfort your stay
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		                                            Variety of Dining Experience

		                                            
		                                                From light cafe meals to full-course fine dining to signature cocktails. We are ready to fulfill your appetite pleasures.
		                                            
		                                        

		                                    

		                                

		                            
		                            
		                        


		                

		            
			
			
		                
		                    
		                        
		                            Direct Booking - Save as much as 30%

		                            Enjoy special rates through direct booking - Lowest price guaranteed.
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		                                                    Superior

		                                                

		                                                
		                                                    Size: 20 sq.m.
King-sized and Twin beds
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		                                                    River Front

		                                                

		                                                
		                                                    Size: 23 sq.m.
King-sized beds
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		                                                    Size: 40 sq.m.
King-sized beds
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		                                                    Size: 45 sq.m.
King-sized beds
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		                                                    Villa Jahn

		                                                

		                                                
		                                                    Size: 65 sq.m.
King-sized beds
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		                342 Soi Wat Rakang, Prannok Rd.,
		
Siriraj, Bangkoknoi, Bangkok,10700
		
Tel: +662 412 7234
Fax: +662 412 7235
		
Mobile: +6683 895 3510 
		
Email: info@baanwanglang.com
		
LINE: @baanwanglang
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